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the ARTICLE (for teachers)          
 

Villages for Sale 

In many countries, there has been a flight from rural to urban areas as young people seek jobs, prosperity, and 

a more exciting life. As a result, much of the population in the countryside consists largely of the elderly, as well 

as a few youths with dreams of escape. Of course, many of these communities have attempted to lure residents 

back with tax breaks; a modern infrastructure of fast and reliable Internet ideal for telecommuting; or 

advertisements appealing to a safer, more wholesome environment in which to raise children. The successes 

have been mixed, depending on the location and the incentive. 

 

In Spain, though, the problem of depopulation is so serious that whole villages have been abandoned. In fact, 

there are hundreds upon hundreds of villages where not a single soul lives. In recent years, as numbers 

dwindled in smaller hamlets, schools closed, which then exacerbated the problem. Residents moved to other, 

somewhat larger villages and town with schools, hospitals, public transportation, and the like. 

 

For some, the result is an opportunity. People with spare cash can buy houses, farmland, or even whole villages. 

In fact, a village in a fertile area might go for as little as $230,000, while only tens of thousands of dollars might 

be the asking price in a poorer area. Naturally, all prices are negotiable. 

 

For others, though, there is only sadness. The older people in the area remember happier times, and at least 

hope that if people buy the various properties for retreats, schools, and second homes, then someone will look 

after part of the country's heritage. 

 

Teacher's Notes: 

 

* Underlined words in red typeface are the recommended vocabulary for this lesson.
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WARM-UPS               

Select one or all of the following warm-up activities. 
 

1. Define: What does "community" mean? Can you use it in a sentence? Can you give examples? 

 

2: Brainstorm: Brainstorm with a partner(s) words and ideas associated with "community" for 2 minutes. Spend 

another 5 minutes or less discussing the words and ideas together. 

 

3: Title: Speculate and/or discuss the contents of today's article from its title: "Villages for Sale." 

 

4: Speculate: Write in the missing words for today's article title: "Villages for (                         )."  Why did you 

choose this word for the blanks? 

 

5: Do you agree or disagree? Why? 

a. It's much cheaper to live in the countryside than in the city. 

b. It's much safer to live in the countryside than in the city. 

c. I would prefer to live in a rural area than in a large city. 

d. If I didn't need to worry about money, I would like a second home in the countryside. 

e. In the future, everyone will live in urban areas. 
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VOCABULARY              
Select one of the following vocabulary acquisition activities. 
 

1: Vocabulary match: Individually or in pairs/groups, match the words in column A (from the article) with the 

best choice in column B. 

a. prosperity q. perfect 

b. lure r. tradition 

c. infrastructure s. attract 

d. ideal t. decrease 

e. incentive u. make worse 

f. dwindle v. framework 

g. exacerbate w. initial charge 

h. fertile x. riches 

i. asking price y. productive; rich 

j. heritage z. temptation 

 

2:  Fill in the Blanks: Fill in the blank with the correct word. 

ideal exacerbated infrastructure asking price prosperity 

fertile lure heritage incentive dwindled 

a. Young people seek jobs, (             ), and a more exciting life. 

b. These communities have attempted to (             ) residents back with tax breaks. 

c. These communities have a modern (             ) of fast and reliable Internet. 

d. Fast and reliable Internet is (             ) for telecommuting. 

e. The successes have been mixed, depending on the location and the (             ). 

f. As numbers (             ) in smaller hamlets, schools closed. 

g. This then (             ) the problem. 

h. A village in a (             ) area might go for as little as $230,000. 

i. Only tens of thousands of dollars might be the (             ) in a poorer area. 

j. Someone will look after part of the country's (             ). 

 

3: Define: Define each word, correctly pronounce it, explain the meaning and/or usage, and offer an example 

sentence to the class. 

a. prosperity c. infrastructure e. incentive g. exacerbate i. asking price 

b. lure d. ideal f. dwindle h. fertile j. heritage 
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WORD RECOGNITION            
1: Word Search: Find the target words (in bold). Time yourself, and see how many words you can find in three 

minutes. In five minutes. In ten minutes. 

ideal exacerbated infrastructure asking price prosperity 

fertile lure heritage incentive dwindled 

 
D U P X H L Y E L I I D I S D 
E E M R B M L D N U E X N V E 
T H R E O I V S E T R P C W L 
A D C U T S E M A L D E E Q B 
B B L R T N P B B A D T N C N 
R Z E P T C R E F F M N T X I 
E F D I N E U S R W O P I S W 
C Q V E C I F T K I J D V W D 
A E M A P C F Q S E T M E Y D 
C A X I D E A L I A Z Y T B K 
X E T A S K I N G P R I C E A 
E R U T C U R T S A R F N I X 
E G A T I R E H X C N A N C L 
V G M L Z V S A S F T I Q I H 
J H Q U O V V B Q E J Z G I Z 

 
 

2: Target Word Pool: Find the target words (in bold) with their exact match. Time yourself, and see how many 

words you can find in three minutes. In five minutes. In ten minutes. 

ideal exacerbated infrastructure asking price prosperity 

fertile lure heritage incentive dwindled 

 

ideal 

ideally 

idol 

idolatry ideals 

fertile 

fertility 

fertileness 

furtive 

unfertile 

exacerbated 

exacerbate 
exacerbating 

exaggerate 

exacerbates 

lure 

lures 

allure 

lurid 

lured 

infrastructure 

infrastructures 

structure 

structured 

structuring 

heritage 

heritages 

hermitage 

hermit 

heritance 
asking price 

asking 

asking prices 

price unasked for 

incentive 

incentives 

nonincentive incentively 

insert 

prosperity 

prosperities 

prosper 

property 

prospers 

dwindled 

dwindles dwindling 

dwindle 

dawdle 
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pre- or post-COMPREHENSION          
1: Word Association: Brainstorm words associated with today's topic for two minutes. Present to the class. 

 

2: Brainstorm Questions: Brainstorm questions that you would like to ask about today's topic. Answer the 

questions without looking at the article. 

 

3: True or False?: Guess (before the article) or answer (after the article) whether the sentence is true or false. 

If false, correct the sentence. 

a. According to the article, people leave for cities but then come back to the countryside. T / F 

b. All of the ideas to bring people back to the countryside are successful. T / F 

c. The article clearly states that the problem in Spain is more serious than elsewhere. T / F 

d. For some people, Spain's problem is a good opportunity to buy property. T / F 

e. Older people in these villages think tradition and history are important. T / F 

 

4: Questions: Answer the questions to check comprehension. 

a. According to the article, what are some reasons that people move to cities? 

b. According to the article, what has been done to stop people moving away? 

c. How serious is the problem in Spain? Why? 

d. Why are some people happy? 

e. Why are some people sad?  

 

5: Vocabulary: In pairs/groups, remember how the words were used in today's article. 

a. prosperity c. infrastructure e. incentive g. exacerbated i. asking price 

b. lure d. ideal f. dwindled h. fertile j. heritage 

 

6: Fragments: Remember how the fragments were used, and complete the sentence from today's article. 

a. The successes have been mixed, depending on... 

b. In Spain, though, the problem of depopulation is so serious that... 

c. In recent years, as numbers dwindled in smaller hamlets, schools closed, which... 

d. Residents moved to other, somewhat larger villages and town with... 

e. People with spare cash can... 
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post-COMPREHENSION            
1: Vocabulary: Circle any additional unknown words/phrases in the article. In pairs/groups, use your 

dictionaries to understand the meanings. Present to the class. 

 

2: Class Questions: Read through the article once more, and write down any questions that you would like to 

discuss in pairs/groups or as a class. Discuss. 

 

3: Summarize: Work with a partner to summarize the article in your own words. 

 

4: Discuss: Talk about the following questions in pairs/groups. Remember to support your answers! 

a. Did you like this article? 

b. What was your general impression after reading this article? 

c. Would you want to buy a second home? How about a whole village? Why / not? 

d. Imagine you bought a village. What would you do with it? 

e. Which is a better environment for children, the city or the countryside? Why do you think so? 

f. Which is a better environment for adults, the city of the countryside? Why do you think so? 

g. If you had grown up in the countryside or city, how would your life have been different? 

h. Has there been a similar problem with people leaving the countryside in your country? 

i. What might be done to bring back people to the countryside? Please explain. 

j. In the future, will the current trend reverse? In other words, will people eventually abandon cities? 

 

5: Debate: What are some positives and negatives of living in the countryside? How about in the city? 

Brainstorm positives and negatives for each category, and then debate with a partner: Which is better to live in, 

the countryside or the city? 

 RURAL URBAN 

+ 

  

- 

  

 

6: Google Search: Type "abandoned villages" into Google news and read additional articles on this topic. 

Discuss or write an essay about your findings.
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STUDENT HANDOUT (the article)     
 

Villages for Sale 

In many countries, there has been a flight from rural to urban areas as young people seek jobs, prosperity, and 

a more exciting life. As a result, much of the population in the countryside consists largely of the elderly, as well 

as a few youths with dreams of escape. Of course, many of these communities have attempted to lure residents 

back with tax breaks; a modern infrastructure of fast and reliable Internet ideal for telecommuting; or 

advertisements appealing to a safer, more wholesome environment in which to raise children. The successes 

have been mixed, depending on the location and the incentive. 

 

In Spain, though, the problem of depopulation is so serious that whole villages have been abandoned. In fact, 

there are hundreds upon hundreds of villages where not a single soul lives. In recent years, as numbers 

dwindled in smaller hamlets, schools closed, which then exacerbated the problem. Residents moved to other, 

somewhat larger villages and town with schools, hospitals, public transportation, and the like. 

 

For some, the result is an opportunity. People with spare cash can buy houses, farmland, or even whole villages. 

In fact, a village in a fertile area might go for as little as $230,000, while only tens of thousands of dollars might 

be the asking price in a poorer area. Naturally, all prices are negotiable. 

 

For others, though, there is only sadness. The older people in the area remember happier times, and at least 

hope that if people buy the various properties for retreats, schools, and second homes, then someone will look 

after part of the country's heritage. 

 

 

 

Notes: 
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STUDENT HANDOUT (fill in the blank)         
Fill in the blank with the correct word. 

lure urban incentive depending infrastructure 

dwindled fertile heritage asking price dreams 

transportation ideal retreats prosperity exacerbated 

Villages for Sale 

In many countries, there has been a flight from rural to (a. _______________) areas as young people seek 

jobs, (b. _______________), and a more exciting life. As a result, much of the population in the countryside 

consists largely of the elderly, as well as a few youths with (c. _______________) of escape. Of course, 

many of these communities have attempted to (d. _______________) residents back with tax breaks; a 

modern (e. _______________) of fast and reliable Internet (f. _______________) for telecommuting; or 

advertisements appealing to a safer, more wholesome environment in which to raise children. The 

successes have been mixed, (g. _______________) on the location and the (h. _______________). 

 

In Spain, though, the problem of depopulation is so serious that whole villages have been abandoned. In 

fact, there are hundreds upon hundreds of villages where not a single soul lives. In recent years, as 

numbers (i. _______________) in smaller hamlets, schools closed, which then (j. _______________) the 

problem. Residents moved to other, somewhat larger villages and town with schools, hospitals, public 

(k. _______________), and the like. 

 

For some, the result is an opportunity. People with spare cash can buy houses, farmland, or even whole 

villages. In fact, a village in a (l. _______________) area might go for as little as $230,000, while only tens 

of thousands of dollars might be the (m. _______________) in a poorer area. Naturally, all prices are 

negotiable. 

 

For others, though, there is only sadness. The older people in the area remember happier times, and at 

least hope that if people buy the various properties for (n. _______________), schools, and second homes, 

then someone will look after part of the country's (o. _______________). 
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STUDENT HANDOUT (extended listening)        
Listen and fill in the missing sentences. Compare your answers with a partner, and 

then listen once more. 
 

Villages for Sale 

In many countries, a) ____________________________________________________________. As a result, 

much of the population in the countryside consists largely of the elderly, as well as a few youths with dreams of 

escape. Of course, many of these communities have attempted to lure residents back with tax breaks; a modern 

infrastructure of fast and reliable Internet ideal for telecommuting; or advertisements appealing to a safer, more 

wholesome environment in which to raise children. b) ______________________________________________ 

______________, depending on the location and the incentive. 

 

In Spain, though, the problem of depopulation is so serious that whole villages have been abandoned. In fact, 

there are hundreds upon hundreds of villages where not a single soul lives. In recent years, as numbers 

dwindled in smaller hamlets, schools closed, which then exacerbated the problem. c) _____________________ 

________________________________________. 

 

For some, the result is an opportunity. People with spare cash can buy houses, farmland, or even whole villages. 

In fact, a village in a fertile area might go for as little as $230,000, d) __________________________________ 

_________________________. Naturally, all prices are negotiable. 

 

For others, though, there is only sadness. The older people in the area remember happier times, and at least 

hope that if people buy the various properties for retreats, schools, and second homes, e) _________________ 

___________________________________________. 
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STUDENT HANDOUT (notes)           
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ANSWER KEY              
 

Vocabulary 

1. Vocabulary Match: 2. Fill in the Blanks: 

a. prosperity f. dwindled 

b. lure g. exacerbated 

c. infrastructure h. fertile 

d. ideal i. asking price 

e. incentive j. heritage 

 

pre- or post-Comprehension 

1. True or False: 2. Fragments: 

 

Student Handout  

1. Fill in the Blanks 

a. urban i. dwindled 

b. prosperity j. exacerbated 

c. dreams k. transportation 

d. lure l. fertile 

e. infrastructure m. asking price 

f. ideal n. retreats 

g. depending o. heritage 

h. incentive   

 

2. Extended Listening 

a. there has been a flight from rural to urban areas as young people seek jobs, prosperity, and a more exciting life 

b. The successes have been mixed 

c. Residents moved to other, somewhat larger villages and town with schools, hospitals, public transportation, and the like 

d. while only tens of thousands of dollars might be the asking price in a poorer area 

e. then someone will look after part of the country's heritage 

 

a. x f. d 

b. s g. u 

c. v h. y 

d. q i. w 

e. z j. r 

a. F 

b. F 

c. F 

d. T 

e. T 

a. the location and the incentive. 

b. whole villages have been abandoned. 

c. then exacerbated the problem. 

d. schools, hospitals, public transportation, and the like. 

e. buy houses, farmland, or even whole villages. 


